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New Holland CR Revelation raises the bar on efficiency, productivity  and 
grain quality 
 

• Up to 25% more productivity in the last 5 years, extended harvest window and increased grain 

transport capacity 

• Cab interior refresh improves visibility and operator experience 

 

The CR Revelation combine range keeps raising the bar on performance and grain quality. New 

Holland is constantly striving to increase its customers’ productivity and profitability making more 

than 100 quality improvements in the last 24 months only – in addition to the IntelliSense™ 

automation system that was introduced last year. The CR Revelation reigns supreme as the 

combine for the large-scale farmer who wants the best harvest performance, grain quality and 

Total Cost of Ownership in the industry. 

 

Automation has a growing role to play in productive modern harvesting. New Holland’s 

IntelliSense system equips the CR Revelation range of combines with an industry-leading 

proactive system that has no equal in the market today. A first-ever cleaning shoe load sensor 

has been developed, and when coupled with the next generation Grain Cam™ and electrically 

adjustable rotor vanes, the system can make adjustments the instant they are required. The 

operator can choose different operation strategies ranging from maximum throughput to best 

grain quality, and always optimizing power efficiency.  

 

Up to 25% more productivity in the last 5 years, extended harvest window and increased 

grain transport capacity 

The CR Revelation range continues to build on the strong heritage of 45 years of experience with 

its groundbreaking Twin Rotor technology. This continuous improvement has resulted in an 

increase in its harvesting productivity of up to 25% in the last five years. In addition, the harvest 

window of the CR can be extended, starting earlier in the morning and finishing later in the night, 

further contributing to the combine’s high daily productivity. 

 

The threshing efficiency of the 17” rotor on the CR7.80, CR7.90 and CR8.80 models has been 

improved with new 20 mm higher crop covers and increased beater speed. It also features an 

adjustable beater grate, which can be opened and closed in minutes. It has been opened further 

to provide 0.26 m2 additional separation surface (a 75% increase) resulting in greater productivity. 

These improvements deliver a 10% increase in these models’ capacity. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

The heavy-duty, high-capacity 22” rotor on the four models at the top of the range also benefit 

from the increase in beater speed, which contributes to further improving the combine’s 

productivity and a 5% capacity increase. 

 

The new high-capacity grain elevator on the 14,500-litre grain tank of the top-of-the-range CR9.90 

and CR10.90 increases the combine’s grain transport volume by 10%. This enables higher 

harvesting speeds in high yielding crops, boosting further the massive efficiency and productivity 

of these models. 

 

Cab interior refresh improves visibility and operator experience 

The cab interior of the CR Revelation has been refreshed with a new, darker color scheme that 

reduces reflection on the windscreen, improving visibility. The brushed aluminium finish of the 

dashboard gives the cab a premium automotive feel. The dark colored liners are less sensitive to 

stains and dirt. 

 

NOTE TO THE EDITOR:  

Availability in Asia, Middle East and Africa (AMEA) 

The CR Revelation combine is available in all AMEA markets that comply with T2 engine 

emission level apart from Japan where New Holland offers also Stage V. Customers in Russia, 

Belarus, South Africa, Turkey, Kazakhstan, China and Japan appreciate the CR combines 

technology that allows to achieve best in class grain sample and at the same time low, acceptable 

losses. Models available in AMEA markets:  

 

Model Emissions Rotors Rated 
Power 
kW/hp 

Max. Power 
kW/hp 

Graintank liter 

CR 7.80 T2 17” 275/374 305/415 

 

10500 covers 

11100 ext. 

CR 7.90 T2 17” 300/408 330/449 

 

11500 cov. 

11100 ext. 

CR8.80 Stage V 
(Japan) 

17” 345/469 380/517 11500 (Everest) 

12500 

CR9.80 T2 22” 360/490 390/530 11500 (Everest) 

12500 covers 

12333 ext. 

CR 9.90 T2 22” 390/530 

 

420/571 14500 covers 

14500 man ext. 

CR 10.90 T2 22” 455/619 500/680 14500 covers 

14500 man ext. 



 

 

 

 

 

[ENDS] 

 

New Holland Agriculture's reputation is built on the success of our customers, cash crop producers, livestock 

farmers, contractors, vineyards, or groundscare professionals. They can count on the widest offering of innovative 

products and services: a full line of equipment, from tractors to harvesting, material handling equipment, 

complemented by tailored financial services from a specialist in agriculture.  A highly professional global dealer 

network and New Holland’s commitment to excellence guarantees the ultimate customer experience for every 

customer. For more information on New Holland visit www.newholland.com 

 

New Holland Agriculture is a brand of CNH Industrial N.V. (NYSE: CNHI /MI: CNHI) a global leader in the capital 

goods sector with established industrial experience, a wide range of products and a worldwide presence. More 

information about CNH Industrial can be found online at www.cnhindustrial.com 
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